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The low temperature crystalline and glassy phases of methyl a-hydroxy-isobutyrate (MHib) were identiÐed and
characterized structurally by di†erential scanning calorimetry, IR and Raman spectroscopy and molecular
modeling. Within the temperature range 13È171 K, MHib exists as a glassy state, where individual molecules
may assume the two conformational states previously observed for this compound isolated in an argon matrix
and in the liquid phase [S. Jarmelo and R. Fausto, J. Mol. Struct., 1999, 509, 193]. At ca. 171 K, devitriÐcation
occurs and a crystalline phase may then be formed [T (onset) B 213 K], the enthalpy of crystallization being
ca. 5 kJ mol~1. The crystalline phase was found to exhibit conformational selectivityÈin this phase all
individual molecules assume a conformation analogous to the most stable conformer found for the isolated
molecule and in the liquid (the Syn-syn s-cis conformer, where the HÈOÈCÈC, OÈCÈC2O and O2CÈOÈC
dihedrals are ca. 0¡). Molecular modeling and Raman data are consistent with a structural unit within the
crystal where two MHib molecules form a centrosymmetrical hydrogen bonded dimer. The observed
temperature of fusion for the crystal is 240 K.[Tf(peak)]

1. Introduction
In the last few years, a-hydroxy-substituted carboxylic com-
pounds have interested many people due to their important
medical and pharmaceutical applications.1h4 The use of a-
hydroxy-substituted carboxylic compounds in dermatology
and the cosmetics industry is well known,1,2 but these sub-
stances are also currently used as inhibitors of harmful oxida-
tion biochemical processes3 and important research is
presently going on in order to develop new materials based on
biodegradable polymers derived from these compounds that
can be used for reconstruction of biological tissues and in
organ transplantation.5 In addition, these molecules also play
an important role as precursors of polymeric materials cur-
rently used for di†erent applications.6

Very recently, we have undertaken a detailed structural and
spectroscopic study of the low temperature phases of methyl
glycolate the smallest member of the(CH2OHCOOCH3),7family of a-hydroxy esters. As a starting point to interpret the
experimental data for the condensed phases we used the infor-
mation previously obtained for monomeric methyl glycolate
by matrix-isolation IR spectroscopy and quantum chemical
calculations.8 We have found that, within the temperature
range 13È273 K, methyl glycolate may exist in three solid
phases : a glassy state, existing at the lowest temperatures
(\174 K), and two crystalline phasesÈa stable crystalline
phase, which can be formed from the liquid upon slow cooling
or by heating the completely vitriÐed sample, and a metasta-
ble crystalline variety, which can be obtained by heating a
sample previously cooled from the liquid using higher cooling
rates K min~1).7 The stable crystalline phase of(vcoolingP 10
methyl glycolate was found to exhibit conformational selec-
tivity, all individual molecules assuming a conformation
similar to the most stable conformer found for the isolated
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molecule,8 with two non-equivalent molecules in the crystal
unit cell.7

To the best of our knowledge MHib has not yet been the
subject of any experimental or theoretical spectroscopic or
structural study in the condensed phases. On the other hand,
this compound was also studied in our previous matrix-
isolation spectroscopic and quantum chemical study,8 where
the preferred conformations assumed by its monomer could
be well established. Indeed, as methyl glycolate, MHib exists
in two experimentally detectable conformational states in the
isolated molecule situation : the Syn-syn s-cis conformer (Ss ;
see Fig. 1), which exhibits an intramolecular OHÉ É ÉO2C
hydrogen bond and is the most stable form, and the doubly
degenerated by symmetry Gauche-skew s-cis conformer (Gsk ;
dihedral angles HÈOÈCÈC, OÈCÈC2O and O2CÈOÈC of
49.4¡, 148.3¡ and [0.9¡, respectively, see also Fig. 1) which
has an energy 6.6 kJ mol~1 higher than the conformational
ground state, in the gaseous phase.8

In the present study, structural, thermodynamic and vibra-
tional data for the solid phases and phase transitions of MHib
within the temperature range 13È273 K are reported. Di†eren-
tial scanning calorimetry was used to detect and characterize
low temperature phase transitions and vibrational spectros-
copy (both Raman and IR) was used to shed light on the
nature of the di†erent phases observed. Theoretical results

Fig. 1 Most stable conformers of methyl a-hydroxy-isobutyrate.
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obtained from quantum chemical calculations8 or from molec-
ular modeling were used to aid interpretation of the vibra-
tional data and to characterize the main intermolecular
interactions present in the crystalline phase.

2. Experimental
Methyl a-hydroxy-isobutyrate was commercial spectroscopic
grade and used without any additional puriÐcation.

IR spectra were obtained using a Mattson (InÐnity Series)
Fourier-transform spectrometer equipped with a deuterated
triglycine sulÐde (DTGS) detector and Ge/KBr optics. Data
collection was performed with 1 cm~1 spectral resolution. The
solid state samples were prepared as a thin Ðlm by spraying
the necessary amount of vapor of MHib, previously contained
in an air-purged glass tube which was directly connected to
the cryostat by a Ñux controlling valve, onto a KBr window
cooled using an APD cryogenics DMX closed cycle helium
refrigeration system whose principal component is a DE-202
Displex expander. The refrigeration system is supported by an
APD cryogenics Helium compressor (model HC-2D-1) and is
connected to a high efficiency vacuum system whose main
component is an Alcatel PTR5001 turbomolecular pump. The
deposition temperature, measured at the window with a
Silicon diode sensor and a ScientiÐc Instruments digital tem-
perature controller (model 9650), was 13 K. The error in tem-
perature measurements was less than 0.5 K.

Raman spectra were obtained using a SPEX 1403 double
monochromator spectrometer (focal distance 0.85 m, aperture
f/7.8), equipped with holographic gratings with 1800 grooves
mm~1 (ref. 1800-1SHD). The 514.5 nm argon laser (Spectra-
Physics, model 164-05) line, adjusted to provide 220 mW
power at the sample, was used as excitation radiation. Detec-
tion was e†ected using a thermoelectrically cooled Hama-
matsu R928 photomultiplier. Spectra were recorded using
increments of 1 cm~1 and integration times of 1 s. The sample
was sealed into a glass capillary tube, which is inserted within
a HarneyÈMiller cell.9 The cell was then cooled using a con-
tinuous Ñux liquid nitrogen refrigeration system equipped
with an Alcon electrovalve (model 68252412) that enables a
precise control of the nitrogen Ñux reaching the cell. Tem-
perature is controlled by a T48 (Red Lion Controls) tem-
perature controller, the experimental error in the measured
temperature being ca. 1È2 K within the range of temperatures
covered.

Thermal studies were carried out with a Perkin-Elmer dif-
ferential scanning calorimeter (Pyris-1), over the temperature
range 113È283 K. Scanning rates ranging from 2 to 10 K
min~1 were used. For cooling, the Perkin-Elmer liquid nitro-
gen cooling system CryoFill-1 was used. The samples (2È4 mg)
were pressed in aluminium pans suitable for volatile sub-
stances. Temperature calibration was performed between 113
and 283 K with high-grade cyclopentane and cyclohexane
(Merck ; reference substances for gas chromatography) and n-
decane (Sigma, 99]%). For heat calibration, the enthalpy of
the solidÈsolid transition of cyclohexane occurring at 186.25
K10 was used.

Molecular modeling studies were undertaken with the
CFF95 force Ðeld11 and the Cerius2 (version 3.5) molecular
modeling package12 using the program standard convergence
criteria and optimization algorithms.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Di†erential scanning calorimetry (DSC) studies

Fig. 2 summarizes the DSC results obtained for MHib. The
curves correspond to four successive cycles where both
cooling and heating rates were kept equal to 10 K min~1.

Fig. 2 DSC (a) cooling and (b) heating curves of a sample of methyl
a-hydroxy-isobutyrate (four successive cycles are shown). T corre-
sponds to the peak temperature associated with fusion ; T @ is the tem-
perature of the peak associated with crystallization.

Similar results were obtained using other cooling or heating
rates.

For the sample shown as on example in the Ðgure, the
cooling curves corresponding to the various cycles are essen-
tially equal, showing a noticeable change of heat capacity and
absence of any feature ascribable to a crystallization, thus
clearly indicating that the sample completely vitriÐes upon
cooling.

The heating curves show a more complex pattern of varia-
tion. Besides the glass transition at ca. 171 K, the curves cor-
responding to the two Ðrst cycles as well as that associated
with the fourth cycle present a complex exothermic peak with
an onset temperature of ca. 213 K, which corresponds to the
formation of a crystalline phase kJ mol~1), imme-(*Hcryst B 5
diately followed by an endothermic peak K)(TpeakB 240
associated with the fusion of the crystal. The glass transition
occurs with a small positive enthalpy change, which appears
superimposed with the change of heat capacity, revealing that
some structural relaxation occurs during devitriÐcation. This
phenomenon has been previously observed for other systems,
in particular for methyl glycolate.7,13h15 The complex struc-
ture exhibited by the crystallization peak indicates that this
transition is a multi-step process. This is a common situation
for organic molecules where hydrogen bonding interactions
play important structural roles and was also observed pre-
viously for methyl glycolate.7,13 As will be stressed later, in
the case of MHib, crystallization requires conformational
reorganization and intermolecular H-bond formation, besides
quenching of translational and rotational degrees of freedom.

Very interestingly, despite the fact that all the controllable
experimental conditions used were the same in all cycles (in
particular the heating and cooling rates), the heating curve
corresponding to the third cycle (see Fig. 2) shows only the
feature corresponding to the glass transition, near 171 K,
clearly indicating that no crystallization and subsequent
crystal fusion occurred then for this particular sample. Similar
behavior was systematically observed for all samples subjected
to DSC studies, though the absence of the crystallization and
fusion peaks does not seem to follow any recognizable pattern
with respect to the particular cycle in which it occurs. So, this
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apparent random absence of crystal formation during suc-
cessive thermodynamic cycles must be related to very subtle
factors acting on nucleation, which are experimentally inacces-
sible.

3.2. Vibrational spectroscopy (IR and Raman) and molecular
modeling studies

Our previous combined vibrational spectroscopic and ab
initio quantum chemical study on MHib provided a detailed
understanding of the vibrational signature of the two con-
formers of this molecule that are experimentally observed for
the isolated molecule situation as well as in the liquid phase
(conformers Ss and Gsk, see Fig. 1).8 Marker bands due to the
individual conformers could then be identiÐed and can be
used as probes to look for their presence under di†erent
experimental conditions. The bands ascribed to the dO2CÈO
and dCÈC2O bending modes are particularly suitable, since
the two conformers give rise to relatively intense and well
separated bands occurring in clean spectral regions (dO2CÈO:
Ss, 613 cm~1 ; Gsk, 598 cm~1 ; dCÈC2O: Ss, 475 cm~1 ; Gsk,
504 cm~18).

The present study deals essentially with the solid state,
where molecular aggregates and intermolecular interactions
are expected to play important roles. For this kind of system,
the available quantum chemical methods that can provide
reliable theoretical grounds for the interpretation of the
observed spectroscopic data are still prohibitive in terms of
computational needs. In these cases, classical molecular mod-
eling methods (molecular mechanics) constitute a suitable
alternative, which has been extensively tested.16h19 In this
study, the second generation CFF95 force Ðeld of Hagler and
coworkers11 was used to perform the molecular modeling cal-
culations, since this force Ðeld was shown to yield molecular
geometries and vibrational data for methyl glycolate in good
agreement with the experimental data.7

Table 1 compares the vibrational results obtained using
CFF95 for the conformational ground state of monomeric
MHib (conformer Ss) with both experimental (matrix iso-
lation ; IR) and ab initio HF/6-31G* (scaled values) data.8 As
expected, the general agreement between the CFF95 and the
experimental results is fairly good ; with a few exceptions,
the correction factors to the calculated values, deÐned as

are less than 5% of the experimental value, the(lexp[ lCFF95),average absolute value being 45.6 cm~1 (38 cm~1 if the two
largest correction factors were excluded).

Fig. 3 and 4 show the experimental spectra obtained for
both the glassy and crystalline states of MHib. These spectra
are compared with the room temperature liquid phase spectra.
The CFF95 predicted Raman spectrum for the crystalline
phase is also shown in Fig. 4 (details of calculation will be
provided later). Band assignments are given as Electronic Sup-
plementary Information.¤

In the temperature variation Raman studies, the sample ini-
tially at room temperature was cooled to 77 K and subse-
quently rewarmed to room temperature. All spectra obtained
at stationary temperatures during the cooling are similar,
though the usual band narrowing e†ect due to decreasing
temperature could be easily noticed and some minor changes
in relative intensities due to changes in the intrinsic intensities
with temperature could also be observed (see Fig. 3). This is a
clear indication that the general structure of the liquid is pre-
served upon solidiÐcation as could be expected taking into
consideration the DSC data that indicates that upon cooling
MHib forms a glassy state. In the glassy state spectra, marker
bands of both Ss and Gsk conformers are easily observable,
showing that in this phase MHib individual molecules may
assume the two conformational states previously observed for
this compound isolated in an argon matrix and in the room
temperature liquid phase.7 On the other hand, upon warming,

Fig. 3 IR spectra of methyl a-hydroxy-isobutyrate. (a) Glassy state
(T \ 119 K) and (b) liquid (T \ 298 K).

a noticeable change in the spectrum may occur at the tem-
perature where the crystalline phase is expected to be formed
(ca. 213 K). Note that the Raman experiments fully support
the DSC observation that the crystalline phase is not always
formed. By comparing the Raman spectra of the crystal with
those of the liquid and glassy states, it is clear that those
bands due to the higher energy form Gsk are absent in the
spectrum of the crystal. So, as was previously found for
methyl glycolate,7 the crystalline phase of MHib exhibits con-
formational selectivityÈin this phase, all individual molecules
assume a conformation analogous to the most stable con-
former found for the isolated molecule and in the liquid (Ss
form).

Fig. 4 Raman spectra of methyl a-hydroxy-isobutyrate. (a) CFF95
calculated spectrum (since intensities are not predicted by the calcu-
lations, the spectrum is shown schematically) ; (b) crystal (T \ 233 K) ;
(c) glassy state (T \ 123 K) and (d) liquid (T \ 298 K).
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Table 1 Experimental (Ar matrix) and calculated (ab initio HF/6-31G* and MM/CFF95) IR vibrational spectra of methyl a-hydroxy-iso-
butyratea

Conformer Syn-syn s-cis (point group : Cs)Experimental Calculated

MI-IR Ab initio HF/6-31G* MM/CFF95
Approximate
description lexp/cm~1 Iexp b lHF/cm~1 IHF c lCFF95/cm~1 ICFF95 d *l/cm~1 e

mOH 3545 77 3633 110 3589 213 [44
mOCH3 as.@ 3047 2 3002 23 2987 32 60
mOCH3 as.A 3038 4 2986 27 2979 36 59
mCH3 as.@(1) 3014 10 2959 44 2957 7 57
mCH3 as.A(1) 3002 6 2951 6 2949 22 53
mCH3 as.@(2) 2996 12 2942 36 2958 65 38
mCH3 as.A(2) 2993 26 2938 23 2952 70 41
mOCH3 s. 2966 27 2911 35 2896 8 70
mCH3 s.(2) 2955 4 2882 9 2886 18 69
mCH3 s.(1) 2945 6 2876 29 2885 7 59
mC2O 1740 259 1778 302 1739 68 1
dCH3 as.@(2) 1470 24 1481 15 1466 11 4
dCH3 as.A(2) 26 1473 9 1494 21 [301464f
dOCH3 as.@ 6 1471 2 1469 8 [5

q

r

s

dOCH3 as.A 1449 8 1467 5 1446 19 3
dOCH3 s. 14 1458 3 1427 29 14
dCH3 as.A(1) 1441f 9 1456 2 1465 22 [25
dCH3 as.@(1) 1 1453 \1 1470 12 [29

q

r

s

dCH3 s.(2) 1383 12 1405 10 1429 94 [45
dCOH 1373 8 1391 3 1352 36 21
dCH3 s.(1) 1362 8 1385 3 1428 104 [65
mCÈO 1261 259 1282 358 1388 51 [127
mCÈO(H) 1196 398 1222 348 1261 242 [65
qOCH3@ 1189 103 1197 24 1140 7 49
mCC as. 1186 96 1176 31 1242 2 [56
qOCH3A 1163 8 1159 4 1123 4 40
qCH3@ (1) 1146 40 1147 29 940 24 206
qCH3A(1) 994 3 1005 1 996 \1 [2
mOÈC(H3) 986 29 996 39 1019 18 [33
qCH3@ (2) 978 52 985 38 939 6 39
qCH3A(2) n.o. n.o. 916 \1 1163 44 ([247)
mCC 893 16 884 4 872 17 21
mCC s. 789 39 789 8 776 \1 13
qC2O 771 28 763 21 812 65 [41
dO2CÈO 614 13 589 13 592 13 22
dCC2O 475 2 484 4 425 18 50
qC(CH3)2 415 2 421 2 386 5 29
dOCC n.i. n.i. 370 27 364 21 (6)
xC(CH3)2 n.i. n.i. 336 4 319 3 (17)
dC(CH3)2 n.i. n.i. 303 7 289 20 (14)
sCÈO(H) n.i. n.i. 286 97 201 121 (165)
sCÈC as. n.i. n.i. 256 \1 236 24 (20)
tw C(CH3)2 n.i. n.i. 241 12 278 51 ([37)
sCÈC s. n.i. n.i. 219 2 248 \1 ([29)
dCOC n.i. n.i. 189 1 199 70 ([10)
sOÈC(H3) n.i. n.i. 149 2 156 31 ([7)
sCÈO n.i. n.i. 112 4 135 18 ([23)
sCÈC n.i. n.i. 21 4 48 \1 ([27)

a Wavenumbers in cm~1 ; m, stretching ; d, bending ; x, wagging ; tw, twisting ; q, rocking ; s, torsion, s., symmetric ; as., asymmetric ; n.i., not
investigated ; n.o., not observed ; (1), groups in phase ; (2), groups out-of-phase. b MI-IR intensities were normalized to the totalCH3 CH3calculated intensities of the bands which have an experimental counterpart by using the formula where theI(i)expI(i)obs ] &

j~1, nI(1)HF/&
j~1, nI(i)obs,sums extend to all bands observed. c Calculated IR intensities in km mol~1. d MM/CFF95 intensities were normalized to the ab initio HF/6-

31G*. (values in brackets are from f Experimental intensities of the component bands were estimated bye *l\ lexp-lCFF95 *l\ lHF[ lCFF95).dividing the total observed intensity in agreement with their calculated intensity ratios.

In the IR experiments, the method used to prepare the
sample was completely di†erent, as described in the Experi-
mental section : the KBr substrate was Ðrst cooled to 13 K
under high vacuum and then MHib vapour was sprayed onto
the cold window. As could be expected, the thin Ðlm formed in
this way exhibits a glassy state structure, clearly reÑected in its
IR spectrum (see Fig. 3). Upon increasing the temperature no
signiÐcant changes in the IR spectrum that could be corre-
lated with a phase transition until evaporation of the Ðlm
occurs were observed. Very unfortunately, under these experi-
mental conditions, evaporation of the sample at the tem-
perature at which the crystal formation could be expected to

occur (ca. 213 K) is practically complete, so this phase cannot
be studied in this way.

In order to identify the most important intermolecular
interactions between MHib molecules, which are essential to
characterize the structure of the crystalline phase, a systematic
search on the CFF95 potential energy surface of the dimer
was undertaken. In agreement with the experimental evidence,
monomeric units were considered to assume a nearly Ss con-
formation. It is here assumed that the dimer should constitute
the basic structural associate within the crystalline unit cells.
The most stable dimeric structures found are shown in Fig. 5.
The two lowest energy associates (DI and DII, belonging to the
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Fig. 5 Most stable dimers of methyl a-hydroxy-isobutyrate. Calculated hydrogen bond distances in pm.

and symmetry point groups, respectively) have anC2 C1inversion centre in the middle of the ten-atom ring resulting
from the establishment of two equivalent OHÉ É ÉO@2C inter-
molecular hydrogen bonds between the hydroxy group of one
molecule and the carbonyl oxygen atom of the second mol-
ecule. These dimers are predicted to have very similar ener-
gies, with kJ mol~1. The highest energy form*EDII~DI \ 1.72
(DIII ; kJ mol~1) exhibits an eight-atom ring*E

DIII~DI \ 8.37
and belongs to the point group, showing non-equivalentC1OH and C2O groups.

Once the structures of the most stable dimers were
obtained, simulation of crystalline phases based on these
dimers was undertaken. Full optimization of periodic struc-
tures based on the three dimeric structures found was system-
atically done and the calculated spectra compared with the
observed data. All fundamental lattice parameters (axes and
angles) were let free to vary independently during the opti-
mization process, the most stable structures found belonging
to the space group Amongst all the periodic structuresP1.studied, the most stable one was found to be based on DII,
being more stable than the most stable periodic structures
based on DI or DIII by more than 15 kJ mol~1. In this struc-
ture, the two equivalent-by-symmetry molecules of MHib that
form the basic dimeric unit assume nearly Ss conformations
with an intramolecular OHÉ É ÉO2C hydrogen bond
[d(OHÉ É ÉO \ C)\ 257.2 pm], and are connected by relatively
stronger intermolecular OHÉ É ÉO@\ C hydrogen bonds
[d(OHÉ É ÉO@2C)\ 193.3 pm]. The calculated vibrational data
for this periodic structure are shown in Fig. 4 and, as can be
noticed, agree quite well with the experimental results. It is
worth noting that the calculated vibrational spectra obtained
for other periodic structures of relatively low energy, in partic-
ular the most stable structures based on DI and DIII, do not Ðt
so well to the experimental data. For instance, for the most
stable periodic structure, the absolute error between the calcu-
lated and experimental vibrational frequencies for those
modes associated with the groups which are directly involved
in hydrogen bonding is ca. 20 cm~1 whereas the minimum
errors for DI and DIII-based periodic structures were found to
be approximately 35 and 70 cm~1, respectively. Hence, despite
the simplicity of the model used here to simulate the observed
crystalline phase of MHib, it can be concluded that with all
probability this is based on DII.

Considering the good general agreement between the calcu-
lated and experimental vibrational frequencies now obtained
and the general discussion of the liquid phase and matrix iso-
lation spectra of MHib we presented elsewhere,8 a detailed
analysis of the assignments made here does not seem neces-

sary. However, some speciÐc spectral regions deserve further
comments.

OH stretching (mOH) region. As is usual for hydroxyl-
containing molecules participating in H-bonding, bands due
to mOH appear as very broad features, which are very intense
in the IR spectrum and much weaker in the Raman spectrum.
In the liquid both Ss and Gsk conformers were found to exist

kJ mol~1).8 Increasing the temperature leads(*EGsk~Ss\ 3.4
to an increase in the high frequency side of the mOH IR band
(which has a maximum at 3491 cm~1), in agreement with an
increase in the population of the less stable conformer Gsk,
where this vibration occurs at a higher frequency than in the
most stable conformer.8 In the glassy state, two broad over-
lapping bands are ascribed to mOH. These bands can be
attributed to di†erent types of aggregates to which monomeric
structures similar to both Ss and Gsk conformers may con-
tribute, and appear at considerably lower frequencies (3423
and 3256 cm~1) than in the liquid, indicating that H-bonding
is considerably more efficient in the glassy state than in the
liquid phase. As could be expected, in the Raman spectra of
the crystal, the bands due to mOH are observed at even lower
frequencies than in the glass (3331 and 3221 cm~1, the last
band showing a shoulder at ca. 3257 cm~1). The origin of the
bands observed in the mOH region of the spectrum of the
crystal is still not completely understood. Though Fermi reso-
nance between the Raman active mOH fundamentals and the
Ðrst overtones of the carbonyl stretching modes can contrib-
ute to the observed splitting,8 it is more probable that at least
the most intense bands are due to the presence in the crystal
of di†erent dimeric structures based on DII but occupying
non-equivalent positions in the crystal unit cell. A detailed
assignment of these bands would then require precise know-
ledge of the crystal structure, which is, however, beyond the
scope of this study.

CO stretching and COH bending vibrations [mC2O, mC–O,
mC–O(H), dCOH, sC–O(H) ] . The carbonylmO–C(H

3
),

stretching vibrations could be assigned easily in all spectra
since they lie in a relatively clear spectral region. In both
liquid and glassy states, two overlapping bands resulting from
the mC2O vibrations of the two conformers were observed [IR
data, presented as (Gsk ; Ss) : liquid (1758, 1735 cm~1) ; glassy
state (1746, 1732 cm~1)]. In the spectra of the crystal this
mode is assigned to the band appearing at 1762 cm~1, in
fairly good agreement with the calculated value (1731 cm~1).
The small band observed at 1751 cm~1 is tentatively assigned
to the combination band mCÈC which may bes ] qCH3@ (2),
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interacting by Fermi resonance with the carbonyl stretching
fundamental (this interaction may justify the fact that mC2O
appears blue shifted in the crystal when compared with both
the liquid and glassy states).

The remaining three CO stretching vibrations, mCÈO,
mCÈO(H) and are predicted to occur in the crys-mOÈC(H3)talline phase near 1233, 1217 and 968 cm~1, respectively, and
are ascribed to the bands observed at 1291, 1221 and 997/987
cm~1. In the case of the observed doublet maymOÈC(H3),have the same origin as described above for mOÈH. In the
liquid and in the glassy state these bands appear at 1278, 1193
(overlapped with and 978 cm~1 and 1288, 1209 andqOCH3@ )984 cm~1, respectively (IR data). Due to the fact that the
methyl ester group does not take any active role in intermo-
lecular hydrogen bonding, appears nearly at themOÈC(H3)same frequency in the condensed phases and for the isolated
molecule [Ss : 986 (IR; gas), 978/985 (IR/Raman; liquid),
984/992 (IR/Raman; glassy state), 997 and 987 (Raman
doublet ; crystal) ; Gsk : 1029 (IR; gas), 1031 (Raman; glassy
state)]. On the other hand, mCÈO and mCÈO(H) exhibit rela-
tively important blue shifts when compared with the isolated
molecule situation (1261 and 1196 cm~1, respectively).8° It is
worth mentioning that mCÈO has been suggested to be a good
probe of the local polarity around the carboxylic ester group,
enabling one to estimate the relative strengths of hydrogen
bonding in di†erent experimental conditions.7 A higher mCÈO
frequency correlates with a more polar environment and a
more extensive involvement of the carboxylic ester group in
hydrogen bonding.7 As expected, for MHib, mCÈO increases
in the order : isolated molecule (1261 cm~1)\ liquid (1278
cm~1)\ glassy state (1288 cm~1)\ crystal (1291 cm~1).

Intermolecular hydrogen bonding has also important con-
sequences regarding the frequencies of the COH bending
vibrations. In the isolated MHib molecule, dCOH is observed
at 1373 cm~1 and sCÈO(H) was predicted to occur at ca. 286
cm~1 (scaled ab initio 6-31G* value).8 In the crystalline state,
dCOH appears at a considerably higher frequency (1404
cm~1) while sCÈO(H) was predicted to occur at ca. 812 cm~1,
following the trend previously observed for other hydroxylic
molecules7,20 and in agreement with the expected increase in

° In the case of mCÈO(H), data for the liquid cannot be used in this
correlation due to extensive overlap with the band due to qOCH3@ .

the force constants associated with these vibrations due to a
stronger involvement of the hydroxy groups in hydrogen
bonding.
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